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Limited Time Discount! Get Your Copy Now! (Regular $5.99)  Minecraft Kid's Stories: A Collection

of Great Minecraft Short Stories for Children  This collection of AWESOME Minecraft Short stories is

a must have for young children who love Minecraft. It contains fun short stories along with nice

pictures as well as short "mini-chapters" to make it easier to read!  Inside you will find many fun

short stories. Some of them are:  The Bold Thief  RolyPoly is very proud of the fortress he had built

far away in a lonely spot. Heâ€™s glad that thereâ€™s finally a great place to keep his treasures

safe from others! Alas, a bold thief has already started taking his diamonds, emeralds and other

things. How is RolyPoly going to deal with the thief? Is it going to take brawn or brain to win? Read

the story to find out!   Taming the Bully  How do you deal with a bully and a prankster? Report to the

teacher? Rory and Fred have a better plan! They are confident that they can teach Jacob a lesson,

an interesting one, in Minecraft! How do they manage to do that? Does Jacob turn into a new leaf?

Read the story to find out how the prankster learns that heâ€™s not the only one who knows pranks.

  Skeleton War  When a diamond mine was taken over by a group of skeletons, the players and

villagers try everything to defeat them. But they were no ordinary skeletons! They were quick, mean

and dangerous â€“ swords and arrows were useless. Finally, the wise priest Ren suggests a way

out. Does it work? Do they finally get to enter the diamond mine? Read to find out what happens in

this exciting thriller.   Zombie Island  TMiner finds an island full of zombies and thinks heâ€™s lucky

to be made the king of the island. But there are evil plans to turn him into a zombie! TMiner has to

act really smart to escape from them. Does he manage to leave the Zombie Island? Read to find

out!   A Greedy Miner  A greedy miner finds a route to a hidden treasure and sets out all alone to

look for it. Do you think he will be able to find the treasure alone? Or will he find someone to help

him out? Read the story to find it out for yourselfâ€¦.   Lost Love  An evil witch has taken out the love

from people's hearts and has hidden it in the dragon's room in the Nether fortress. Alex sets out for

an adventure to seek that love potion. Do you think Alex will be successful in defeating the wild

enormous dragon? Read the story and find out.   ...and More Stories!  Scroll up and click "Buy Now"

to get your copy!
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My 6 year old is a Minecraft fan and a new reader, so I bought this book thinking it would be a

perfect match. However, Minecraft: Kid's Stories doesn't only mean stories for kids, it must also

mean stories WRITTEN BY kids. I want to delete this mess from my Kindle. The grammar is poor

and there are misspellings on every other page. There is even one story where the female

character's name changes from paragraph to paragraph. It reads like text that has been converted

from a foreign language to English using an online text converter--or perhaps these are a collection

of stories written by a 3rd grade class. My son likes the stupid book so I have resorted to reading it

to him at bedtime and "fixing" the problems verbally, but I can't let him read this on his own as it is a

horrible example of the English language. Honestly, I cringe every time he asks for this book and I

regret buying it.

Given the few reviews if this book, I thought my son was in for a treat. Unfortunately this wasn't the

case at all. For clarity, I don't dislike this book because it is wholly from my adult perspective. The

primary reason for the low rating is my son's response to it. This boy loves Minecraft and he tends

to enjoy any peripheral item related to it. This time though, I just could not get him interested. He

tried differing stories but just laid down the book and said he didn't want to read it. His response was

frustrating because I bought the book to occupy his mind while I worked. So, given his rare

disapproval, I decided to look into the book myself and figure out what was wrong.I realized that the

main flaw with Minecraft Kid's Stories is that the tales themselves are not constructed in a manner

that many kids would appreciate. It seems as if it was written by kids. This is a problem because

writing is a complicated skill. It takes knowledge of plot structure and progressive movement even

with the most basic of stories. Once I noticed the pedestrian nature of each chapter, I understood

that he didn't like it because there was no intrigue or development whatsoever. I think he could have

played Minecraft for the day and scribbled more fantastic stories on a sheet of construction paper.In

summary, if you want a good book for your Minecraft addicted kid you may at first think that this one



is appropriate. So did I. I suggest that you save your money and find a more worthwhile collection to

make your child happy. I say this because for us, this book is just not worth it any price.

My youngster son is hooked on the Minecraft game, so I thought that this book would be a great fit.

Not. This collection of short stories never came together so it didn't capture the attention of my kid. I

love the idea behind the book though. I think this read would have been better served as a story

with a well thought out beginning, middle, and ending.

Neat little book for 8-10 year olds. It gets them to think about creative writing in a way that engages

them. My sons, who don't particularly enjoy writing, actually imitated the book by writing their own

stories and stapling them together. A nice way to get your kids to read.

I just finished this piece and I don't know how to put this in a polite way, but I wasn't that impressed.

A lot of the stuff in here could be easily found on the internet.I understand that a whole book was

written, so time did go into this. Because of the time that the author decided to give this item; I rated

it the best I could.This might help you and it might not, but it really didn't do much for me.

I purchased this book for my 7yr old who loves Minecraft. Awesome idea to create a story inspired

by a game, which motivates children to read more. Great idea... Poor product. The book does not

read well and is hard to follow. Too many typos, misspellings and grammatical errors. Disappointed.

As others have said, this reads as though it were written by a child (which would be fine if it were

advertised as such, and if it were edited by an adult). My Minecraft-obsessed seven-year-old enjoys

the "stories," but the misspellings, grammatical errors and poorly thought out story lines make me

cringe.

Just saying the story's in this book I can tell are written by people who don't play Minecraft. It is like

some one who never read or saw the Hobbit wrote fan fiction for it. Next time it should be written by

people who play Minecraft not by adults that never played Minecraft that just want to get kids to

read.
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